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When your coupling element
should look like this

but actually looks
like this

Coupling Element Size Selection Chart

Telephone: 01737 767493 or fill in  for a complimentary chart.this form

Coupling Element Size Comparison Chart (up to Spidex S/CJ125 & Dentex B80)
Simply size your coupling, decide the shore hardness colour and contact us immediately.

This ‘Pump Drive Component’ catalogue provides technical specifications, power, torque, speeds & other selection data.

you can size the element using our chart
with just a fraction of the original coupling

If you require a coupling other than a spider type or gear type coupling there are a range of 

criteria ( ) in specifying the most suitable coupling for your application but link to selection table

we will guide you all the way to obtain the right coupling for power transmission.

For assistance please telephone the jbj Techniques technical office: 01737 767493

or email: info@jbj.co.uk

» »
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Pump Drive Components Anti-Vibration/Noise Reduction Mountings
Damping Rods
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For MDL 80, 90S, 90L remove grey shaded area.

_
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Damping flanges
For use in combination with Raja bellhousings between electric motor and hydraulic pump.

They consist of two aluminium parts which are connected by a rubber coat (Nitrile) without any metal connection.

They are resistant against mineral oils and suitable for working  temperatures up  to +80oC, for short time +100oC.

The possible noise reduction will  be approx. 3 - 8 db(A). Damping flanges are available in two degrees of hardness with the description

N - normal / H - hard.   

Pump Drive Components  Anti-Vibration/Noise Reduction Mountings
 for noise reduction of hydraulic power units

For bellhousings damped according to VDMA 24561 use type B.

For maximum load contact: jbj Techniques Limited technical office, telephone: 01737 767493 or email: info@jbj.co.uk

2
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Damping rings
For use when vertical mounting (VI-construction) between bellhousing and tank lid or horizontal (B5-construction) mounting position between motor and 

bellhousing flange.

They consist of two reinforced aluminium rings which are connected by a rubber coat without any metal connection. The used materials (Nitrile) are resistant 

against mineral oils and suitable for working temperatures up to +80oC.

The possible noise reduction will be approx. 3 - 5 db(A). 

Pump Drive Components  Anti-Vibration/Noise Reduction Mountings
 for noise reduction of hydraulic power units

3

For maximum load contact: jbj Techniques Limited technical office, telephone: 01737 767493 or email: info@jbj.co.uk

Permissible radial weight and bending loads with an operating temperature of + 60°C

Fzul. > Fpump + Fmotor                    Mbzul. > Fmotor x L1 - Fpump x L2

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  Introduction to the Spidex® Coupling

Spidex couplings are torsional flexible shaft couplings, the operating characteristics of which are two hubs with 
concave claws, transmitting the torque by meshing with an elastic involute gear ring. The coupling concept gives 
a reliable, smooth power transmission without torsional oscillation and thus protects the connected machines. 
Due to the complete flexibility and ductility of the elastomer ring, it compensates for parallel and angular 
displacements as well as to absorb longitudinal movements of the shafts.

The involute teeth of the elastomer element are crowned in order to avoid edge pressure on the tooth flanks 
and thus avoid undesirable axial thrust. The puncture proof coupling can be loaded extremely high since the 
elastic elements are submitted to compression and not to bending moments of force. The elastomer gear 
ring, made of a newly developed Simirit-Polyurethane of various degrees of shore hardness, has important 
advantages in comparison with the standard polyurethanes. It is non-ageing, with resistance against hydrolysis 
(can be used in tropical conditions), non-abrasive, has a high self-damping effect and is also resistant to oil 
and ozone. It can be used with temperatures ranging from -400C  to +1000C.

Spidex couplings can be used for horizontal as well as for vertical shaft connections, for reversing, intermittent 
service and are electrically insulating. The operating characteristics and the durability of the coupling are very 
positively influenced by the high overall precision of the machining, especially the claws, unbalance is reduced 
to a minimum, running is improved and service life considerably  increased.

Total service factor for K = K1 x K2 x K3

Displacement values

Valid for 1500rpm and for a given temperature range -25°C to +30°C. For other speeds and temperature ranges please contact:

 Dimension E is imperative.

 Axial displacement Radial displacement Angular displacement

4
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Pump Drive Components  Torque Ratings for the Spidex® Coupling
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Pump Drive Components A/A Hub Combination Standard Coupling

Material: Die cast aluminium

Material: cast iron = GG; SG iron = GGG; steel = ST; SINT. = Sintered Steel

Hub combination A/A

www.jbj.co.uk

H* is the minimum dimension required for the disassembly of the components in the radial direction. Finish bore acc. to ISO standard H7, keyway acc. to DIN 6885, 
sheet 1 (JS9). Weight and moment of inertia in relation to the materials Al/GG/GGG with max. diameter without keyway.

http://www.jbj.co.uk/
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Pump Drive Components A/B Hub Combination Standard Coupling

Material: Die cast aluminium

Material: cast iron = GG; SG iron = GGG; steel = ST & SINT. = Sintered Steel

Hub combination A/B

www.jbj.co.uk

H* is the minimum dimension required for the disassembly of the components in the radial direction. Finish bore acc. to ISO standard H7, keyway acc. to DIN 6885, 
sheet 1 (JS9). Weight and moment of inertia in relation to the materials Al/GG/GGG with max. diameter without keyway.

http://www.jbj.co.uk/
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Material: Die cast aluminium

Material: cast iron = GG; SG iron = GGG; steel = ST & SINT.    * Hubs only available in GGG    ** Hubs only available in steel

Hub combination B/B

Pump Drive Components B/B Hub Combination Standard Coupling

*
*
*
**
**
**

www.jbj.co.uk

H* is the minimum dimension required for the disassembly of the components in the radial direction. Finish bore acc. to ISO standard H7, keyway acc. to DIN 6885, 
sheet 1 (JS9). Weight and moment of inertia in relation to the materials Al/GG/GGG with max. diameter without keyway.

http://www.jbj.co.uk/
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Pump Drive Components  Hub Designs for the Spidex® Coupling
www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  Spidex® Special Bores
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Pump Drive Components  CJDB Couplings
www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  CJSB Couplings

 
Flange is available in steel only.

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  CJLFH Couplings

 

Alternative flange machining available on request.

Material: SNT, GG, GGG, ST

* Hubs only available in GGG

** Hubs only available in steel

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  CJSFH Couplings

 

Alternative flange machining available on request.

Material: SNT, GG, GGG, ST

* Hubs only available in GGG

** Hubs only available in steel 

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  CJDLF Couplings

 

Alternative flange machining available on request.

Material: GG (Cast Iron)

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  CJDSF Couplings

 

Flange to flange design available for applications requiring space saving, compact connections.

Shaft to flange design is also available for special application situations requiring an alternative connection.

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components CJSPC Couplings

Hubs available in aluminium, sintered iron and steel.

Spacer style features an aluminium spacer piece.

Comes with two inserts to increase damping and parallel misalignment capabilities.

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components G Series Coupling

Material : Light Alloy Max. Torque = 10 NM

18
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Pump Drive Components 
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G Series Coupling  

Material : Light Alloy Max. Torque = 95 NM

www.jbj.co.uk

Ø
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Pump Drive Components G Series Coupling

Material : Light Alloy Max. Torque = 190 NM

www.jbj.co.uk

Ø

http://www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components G Series Coupling

Material : Light Alloy Max. Torque = 310 NM

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components Introduction to the Spidex® NBL Coupling

The NBL series curved jaw coupling offers zero backlash capability in a 3-piece design. The coupling is provided assembled under preload. The NBL series can 

be used in a variety of different applications requiring precision and accuracy.

The NBL series spider features a straight centre of the spider tooth, providing higher stiffness due to coupling preload. The crowning of the ends of the spider 

legs allows for misalignment, while the curved jaws and solid spider centre provide high-speed capability.

The jaws of the hubs and the spider legs are chamfered to provide easy assembley. The NBL coupling design also allows the blind assembly in tight spaces. 

Raised spider dots on the legs of the spider ensure proper spacing of the hubs and spider.

Proper installation of the coupling can provide isolation of electrical currents. Check the 's' dimension listed on page 24 to ensure the proper spacing between 

spiders between spiders and hubs.

The NBL coupling has spiders available in four different shore hardnesses. Each spider offers benefits for different vibratory, environmental and torque 

transmission requirements.

Elastomer Performance Data for NBL Series

Coupling Selection for the NBL Series

Typical Applications
Measurement and Control Systems
The torsional stiffness of the NBL series coupling provides the needed accuracy for measurement and control systems. The low torques of these applications 

gives the NBL series the ability to provide zero backlash due to the elastomer preload.

Servo and Positioning Drives
The NBL coupling provides a zero backlash, flexible connection for servo and positioning drives. An added benefit of the NBL series is its damping capabilities. 

For applications that have vibrations at critical speeds, the NBL coupling can provide a zero backlash solution for vibration problems.

www.jbj.co.uk
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Main Spindle Drives
The NBL coupling is used in main spindle drives for machine tools. Torque spikes and cyclical loading are handled by the NBL series by damping or by shifting 

the vibratory frequency range to a non-critical speed range.

NBL Series Service Factors
Temperature Factor K3
 

Torsional Stiffness Factor K4

Calculation Formula Shock Load Factors K5
Rated nominal torque Tn (Nm) = 9550 x P(kW)

 rpm(1/min)

Rotational inertia coefficient (driver) =  Moment of inertia (driver)

 Moment of inertia (driver) + Moment of inertia (driven)

Rotational inertia coefficient (driven) =  Moment of inertia (driven)

 Moment of inertia (driver) + Moment of inertia (driven)

Check the nominal torque for the application against the rating for the coupling:
 Tkn > Rated torque of machine x K3 x K4

Peak Torque
 Shock load (driver side) = Peak torque (driver) x rotational inertia coefficient (driver) x K5

 Shock load (driven side) = Peak torque (driven) x rotational inertia coefficient (driven) x K5

Check the peak torque for the application against the rating for the coupling checking both driver and driven sides:
 Tkmax > Peak Torque (driver or driven side) x K3 x K4

Pump Drive Components  Spidex® NBL Coupling

23
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Pump Drive Components Spidex® NBL Coupling

with key without key clamping hub with
and grubscrew with grubscrew socket head capscrew

NBL

NBL NBL

The NBL coupling features different hub designs for different applications. Each type offers specific benefits for different types of application. The clamping 

styles offer the benefit of minimal to zero backlash.

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  Spidex® NBL Coupling

Misalignment
The NBL coupling handles the axial, angular and radial misalignment whilst retaining it's zero backlash properties due to its spider design.

Axial misalignment can be caused by 

different shaft tolerances or by thermal 

expansion of shafts. The NBL series coupling 

handles axial misalignment while keeping 

reactionary forces low.

Radial misalignment can be defined as a 

measure of the offset distance between the 

centrelines of the driving and driven shafts. 

This type of misalignment causes the highest 

stress due to the forces involved.

Angular misalignment can be defined as a 

measure of the angle between the centre lines 

of the driving and driven shafts, where those 

centre lines would intersect approximately 

halfway between shaft ends. The NBL 

coupling can handle a specific amount of 

angular misalignment for each given size.

Refer to table on next page.

www.jbj.co.uk
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The Dentex® coupling is a flexible gear coupling whose typical features are two congruent hubs with crowned teeth which transmit torque by meshing with the 

internal toothing of a housing component. The coupling sleeve with axially parallel involute gearing is centred at the tooth flanks of the coupling hubs.

The coupling design meets the requirement to compensate radial, angular, and axial shaft displacements in 

order to release the neighbouring shaft bearings from non-controlled additional bearing loads. Even with 

the maximum permissible displacement edge contact of the teeth is excluded and there will be no periodic 

variation of the angular velocity. The high internal cushioning properties of the plastic material used for 

the coupling sleeve reduce the effect of shock loading. 

Dentex® couplings are as suitable for horizontal shaft connection as they are for vertical connection, 

for reversing and intermittent service, and they have electrical insulating properties, a low weight, a 

low flywheel effect and, owing to their compactness, only little space is required for them.

The steel/plastic combination also has the advantage that no lubrication by oil or grease is required; 

the coupling therefore does not need any maintenance.

The 6,6-polyamide used for the coupling sleeve excells due to its excellent sliding and  wear 

resistance  properties especially  with the combination of toughness, hardness and rigidity; it is also 

resistant to condensation and splash water, engine fuels, oils, greases, alcohols, esters, ketones, 

aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons and many other agents. However, substances of strongly polar 

character such as concentrated mineral acids, formic acid, cresol, glycol, benzyl alcohol can dissolve 

6,6-polyamide at high temperature.

Maximum service reliability is guaranteed at temperatures in the range from -25°C to +80°C. It is 

necessary to use a coupling sleeve in heat stabilised polyamide for temperature up to 140°C.

26

Pump Drive Components  Introduction to the Dentex® Coupling

Technical Detail

 Radial misalignment Angular misaligment Radially angular misalignment

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  Dentex® Couplings for IEC Standard Motors
www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  Standard Dentex® Coupling B

Assembly Instructions
On assembly it is important that the hubs are correctly fitted on the shafts and that the dimension E is maintained. The dimension E can be controlled by the 

total assembley length L.

An incorrect dimension E has a negative influence on the performance of the coupling. Check the coupling sleeve has minimal axial movement before machine 

operation.

The permissible displacement values depend on rotation and transmitted power.

H* is the minimum dimension required for the disengaging of the coupling.

Finish bores according to ISO-standard H7, keyway according to DIN 6885, sheet 1 (JS9).

Weight and moment of inertia values refer to maximum diameter d without keyway.

Steel

Nylon

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components Standard Dentex® Coupling B4R and B3R

H* is the minimum dimension required for the disengaging of the coupling.

Finish bores according to ISO-standard H7, keyway according to DIN 6885, sheet 1 (JS9).

Weight and moment of inertia values refer to maximum diameter d without keyway.

B3R with inner and outer circlips

B4R with dust seal and circlips

H* is the minimum dimension required for the disengaging of the coupling.

Finish bores according to ISO-standard H7, keyway according to DIN 6885, sheet 1 (JS9).

Weight and moment of inertia values refer to maximum diameter d without keyway.

Steel

Nylon

Steel

Nylon

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  Dentex Special Bores
www.jbj.co.uk
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DENTEX® FL couplings are torsionally stiff crowned tooth flange couplings 

made from a combination of steel and plastic for diesel engine drives.

The driving flange is made from glass-fibre reinforced polyamide for high 

mechanical rigidity and heat resistance. The coupling hub with external crowned 

teeth is made from steel.

The Dentex® FL coupling allows a keyed connection between diesel engine and 

hydraulic pump, the pump centred over the SAE housing.

The application of the Dentex® FL coupling results in a non-critical service due 

to the coupling stiffness. The hazard of a rotating oscillation during the drive will 

be avoided.

If it is not possible to secure the hub by means of end-disc and screw in the 

case of pump shafts with profiled gear teeth (according to DIN 5480, 5482, 

SAE), the use of a clamping hub connection should be considered. The radial 

distortion guarantees a fit on the pump shaft which is free from clearance.

Pump Drive Components  Standard Dentex® FL Coupling

31

 Typical Layout For A Hydrostatic Pump Direct Coupled To An Engine Flywheel

Flywheel Housing

Pump Mounting Plate

Flywheel

Nylon Flange

Pump

Steel Hub

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  Metric Flange Details

Alternative flange dimensions available on request.

32

d

Steel

Nylon

www.jbj.co.uk
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• Available in all hub sizes with parallel bores and metric or SAE splines

  

• Maximum holding power without damage to pump spline. Easy removal 

• Hub length machined to meet minimum assembly requirements and available space.   

• Sintered steel hubs for excellent corrosion protection.

• Simple, inexpensive, positive clamping.

• Requires drilled and tapped pump shaft.

• Available for SAE, metric or special splines and straight shafts with keyway. 

 Cross-Bolt Clamping Bolt & Washer Clamping

Pump Drive Components  FL Couplings

Minimum Space - The entire length is normally mounted inside the housing face requiring only a flat pump mounting adaptor. The reduced space may result in 

savings within the equipment frame manufacture or hydraulic costs.

Free Axial Travel - Crowned teeth slide freely in the nylon spline with a +/- 2mm axial travel. Any shaft float is absorbed within the coupling and is not 

transmitted to the pump components.

Blind Assembly - Pump hub gear ring fits through the pilot hole of the pump mounting plate resulting in faster assembly at lower cost, therefore requiring no 

inspection ports or cut outs.

Crowned Gear Teeth - Provides for angular misalignment, preventing angular force on the pump shaft bearings and seals.

Heat Stable - Fibreglass reinforced nylon designed to operate in diesel engine ambients without air circulation. Dimensionally stable to 120°C.

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components Splined Bushes

34

Material : En24T

Also available Japanese JIS D2001 2.5 mod/1.667 mod

• Alternative materials on request.

• Alternative bush sizes available.

• Alternative splines on request.

• External splines also available.

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  L Series Bellhousing

Because of the variety of pumps that our bellhousings cater for the dimensions in the tables apply only to bellhousings with unmachined pump face detail.

Details missing are the pump spigot and fixings.

Spigots smaller than 'E' dimensions are obtained by the use of steel adaptor rings.

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  L Series Pump Adaptors

36

L30-OU/000

L25-OU/000

L20-OU/000

Blank Pump Face Adaptors

 D E

www.jbj.co.uk
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For other centre to centre spacing Lx, the permitted weight Tperm. can be calculated using the following approximated formula:

Fzul.[N] = F[N] + 0.5 F( 
 L(mm) 

 -1)  Maximum operating temperature permitted + 80°C, for short periods + 100°C
 

Lx(mm)

Monobloc-Bellhousings with noise damper acc. to VDMA 24 561

It’s a well known fact, that manufacturers of hydraulic accessories have no influence at all upon the noise characteristics of a pump. The influencing 
of airborne, structure borne and liquid sound is incumbent on the pump design engineer himself. The noise characteristics of a pump – consisting 
of basic frequency and harmonic waves – can become very annoying when the 
structure borne noise of the hydraulic unit and the integrated elements of the 
machine are combined. The flow vibration of a pump combined with it’s pressure 
vibration, can cause a particularly unpleasant resonance of the structure, which 
in itself cannot always be calculated, even by means of a sound pressure level 
monitoring in form of a dB(a) value.
In order to prevent the reproduction of this vibration into other integrated elements of 
the structure, it is necessary to isolate the structure borne noise. This is achieved by 
the use of flexible drive couplings, flexible connections on pipe work and also by the 
use of bellhousings with integrated noise / vibration reduction flanges.
Damping flanges of this type consist of an elastomeric element, which isolates the 
metallic contact between the pump and other elements of the hydraulic unit. Our 
associate company, Raja-Lovejoy manufactures and distributes damping flanges 
for the reduction of noise within hydraulic units. With many years of experience 
within this field, a monobloc bellhousing system with integrated noise damping has 
been developed, (top left drawing, page 39), which offers a simples solution against 
conventional solutions. The connection between the noise damping ring and the 
bellhousing is of moulded design using a form conclusive and vulcanised elastomer 
compound and is designed to avoid rotation and radial wind up. The design provides 
a noticeable improvement in stiffness, resulting in a tensile strength of 56 kN, 
(based upon a monoblock bellhousing with a motor flange diameter of 300mm and 
is suitable for use with an electric motor with frame size D132). The higher stiffness 
results in reduced shaft misalignment and increases the service life of the drive 
coupling.
The noise damping effect of the monobloc bellhousing is effected by the installation 
as well as the noise characteristics of the pump. The more annoying the pumps 
noise the higher the damping degree will be. The spectrum of sound level reduction 
generally lies between 3 dB(a) in the case of less noisy pumps (Fig. 1) and more than 10 dB(a) by pumps (Fig. 2), which produce higher levels of 
noise.

Pump Drive Components  RV Series Bellhousing (VDMA Std.)

Permitted Load for Damped Bellhousings

37
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Pump Drive Components  RV Bellhousings

Bellhousings with flange Ø D1 = 160 mm according to VDMA 24 561 only in rigid version. Noise reduction version with flange Ø D1 = 200 mm with screwed 

damping flange on request.

Rigid Version RV
Ø D = 160 - 350 mm

according to VDMA 24 561

38
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Pump Drive Components  RV Bellhousings with noise reduction

 Monobloc-system, noise reduction  Noise reduction version, 2-piece
 Ø D1 = 250 - 350 mm Ø D1 = 400 - 800 mm

	 according	to	VDMA	24	561	form	fitting	without	screw	joint

*Not included in the VDMA standard Bellhousings with flange Ø D1 = 160 mm according to VDMA 24 561 only in rigid version.

 Noise reduction version with flange Ø D1 = 200 mm with screwed damping flange on request.

39
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Pump Drive Components  Module  3 Bellhousing

How it works

A range of composite bellhousings to accomodate electric motor flanges from 300mm diameter to 800mm diameter.

 Pump flanges 

 Central adaptor

 Base module

{

{
{

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  Base Module Detail
www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  Central Adaptor Detail
www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  Popular Pump Flange Details

For	details	of	flanges	not	shown	please	contact
jbj Techniques Limited technical office,
telephone: 01737 767493 or email: info@jbj.co.uk

 Ordering Code

www.jbj.co.uk

mailto:info@jbj.co.uk
http://www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  Popular Machining Codes

NB. Other machine codes available on request.

For details please contact

jbj Techniques Limited technical office,
telephone: 01737 767493 or email: info@jbj.co.uk

C

C

C

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  Cooler Bellhousings Series KPV 

45

Technical Data

• Nominal rotation (1)	of	driven	machine	1500	rev/min.	In	case	of	different	rpm	please	contact	jbj	Techniques	Technical	Office.

• Noise levels(2) of damped version are measured with a bellhousing and electric motor distance to the tested object of 1m. The

 values of noise level will vary depending on the electric motor used.

• Direction of pump rotation always clockwise, looking on pump shaft.

Ordering Code

(2)

(1)

footbracket is not supplied as standard but can be supplied as an optional extra

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  Cooler Bellhousings Series KPV 
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footbracket is not supplied as standard but can be supplied as an optional extra
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Pump Drive Components  Cooler Bellhousings Series KPV 
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Specific	cooling	capacity	depending	on	oil	flow	Q	(l/min)	and	the	temperature	difference	Dt 2°C (Oil inlet and air inlet)

Pressure drop of cooler matrix at the oil viscosity of 32 cSt

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  P Series Foot Brackets

Material cast aluminium

 P160 - P300 P350 Only

www.jbj.co.uk
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Standard material - Cast Aluminium

Pump Drive Components  PTFL & PTFS Series Foot Brackets

PTFL

PTFS

www.jbj.co.uk
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FM-36-M3

FM-37-M3R

Foot mounting bracket for small geroter torque motors. Fits Eaton M series, Danfoss, OMM and other motors with same mounting.

Reversed position
cast aluminium
weight 0.255kg (9oz)

FM-38-4F   Weight 0.369 kg (13 oz) FM-39-AA2   Weight 0.454 kg (1 lb) FM-40-A2   Weight 0.765 kg (1 lb 11 oz)

FM-41-A2C   Weight 0.936 kg (2 lb 1 oz) FM-42-B2   Weight 1.276 kg (2 lb 13 oz)

Part number ordering code eg: FM - 40 - A2
Pump flange

Frame number

Foot mount

www.jbj.co.uk/footbrackets.html49 a #DriveLineHarmony

 Foot Mount Brackets for Hydraulic Pumps & Motors FM Series

Foot mounting bracket for small geroter torque motors. Fits Eaton M series, Danfoss, OMM and other motors with same mounting.

Standard position
cast aluminium
weight 0.255kg (9oz)

Dimensions of Pump
Face Mount End
in mm (inches)

-

Frame
Number

Pump
Mount
Part

Number

Overall
length

from face
to face

mm
(inches)

Motor
Frame
Size

Access
Cover

Number

Maximum
Coupling
Diameter

Approx.
Weight

kgs
(lb. oz.)

E

71.9
(2.83")

E49-A4

AC49
76.2
(3")

0.794
(1lb 12oz)

56C

143-145 TC

88.9
(3.5")

E49-AA49

E49-A2

SAE
Pump
Flange

4F17

AA-2 Bolt

A-2 Bolt

Dimensions of NEMA-C
Face Mount End
in mm (inches)

D
Nominal

Pump
Bolt Circle

Bolt
Circle C

BA

114.3
(4.5")

168.3
(6.625")

149.2
(5.875")

45.2
(1.78")

-82.6
(3.25")

50.8
(2")

-106.4
(4.188")

82.6
(3.25")

-71.9
(2.83")

E501-A4

AC501
88.9
(3.5")

1.360
(3lb)

56C

143-145 TC

108
(4.25")

E501-AA501

E501-A2

4F17

AA-2 Bolt

A-2 Bolt

114.3
(4.5")

168.3
(6.625")

149.2
(5.875")

45.2
(1.78")

-82.6
(3.25")

50.8
(2")

-106.4
(4.188")

82.6
(3.25")

501 replaces the 50Z.
For single or light applications.

-71.9
(2.83")

E50-A4

AC50
76.2
(3")

0.794
(1lb 12oz)

56C

143-145 TC

111.8
(4.40")

E50-AA50

E50-A2

4F17

AA-2 Bolt

A-2 Bolt

114.3
(4.5")

168.3
(6.625")

149.2
(5.875")

45.2
(1.78")

-82.6
(3.25")

50.8
(2")

-106.4
(4.188")

82.6
(3.25")

Frame No. 50

Available in 101.6 mm (4") length.
SAE A 4 Bolt available.

Frame No. 501Frame No. 49

www.jbj.co.uk/couplings.html00#DriveLineHarmony

Horizontal Hydraulic Pump Mounts For E Series Electric Motors

8.73 mm (¹¹⁄��") Dia.
(2 holes).

14.29 mm (⁹⁄��")

38.1 mm (1¹⁄�")

11.11 mm (⁷⁄��")

4.76 mm (³⁄��")

41.28 mm (1.625")

88.9 mm (3¹⁄�")

82.55 mm
(3¹⁄�")

8.73 mm (¹¹⁄��") Dia.
(2 holes).

14.29 mm (⁹⁄��")

38.1 mm (1¹⁄�")

41.28 mm (1.625")

88.9 mm (3¹⁄�")

82.55 mm
(3¹⁄�")

69.85 mm (2³⁄�")

9.53 mm
(0.375")

7.18 mm (0.281") Dia. on
44.96 mm (1.77") (3 Holes)

50.8 mm (2")

98.43 mm (3⁷⁄�") 38.1 mm (1¹⁄�")

87.31 mm
(3⁷⁄��")

Bore I.D.
45.21 mm

(1.78")

98.43 mm (3⁷⁄�") 38.1 mm (1¹⁄�")

87.31 mm
(3⁷⁄��")

50.8 mm (2")

130.18 mm (5¹⁄�") 104.78 mm (4¹⁄�")

82.55 mm (3¹⁄�") 82.55 mm (3¹⁄�")

130.18 mm (5¹⁄�") 104.78 mm (4¹⁄�")
76.2 mm (3")139.7 mm (5¹⁄�")

133.35 mm
(5¹⁄�")

101.6 mm
(4")

82.55 mm
(3¹⁄�")

69.85 mm
(2³⁄�")

http://www.jbj.co.uk/footbrackets.html
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Pump Drive Components  Foot Brackets/Mountingplates

 Mounting plate Gaskets (Material Perbunan)

Standard material - Cast Aluminium

01 02

www.jbj.co.uk
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Pump Drive Components  Petrol Engine Adaptors 

Part No: PED 1/- - -/110
To suit: Honda, Briggs & Stratton, Kawasaki, Mag, Robin, Suzuki, Winsconsin, etc.
Units can be machined to suit most hydraulic pump mountings.

Part No: LTO 414/- - -/140
To suit: Honda, Briggs & Stratton, Kubota, etc.
Units can be machined to suit most hydraulic pump mountings.

Part No: PED 3/- - -/160 (STD Spigot),  PED 3X/- - -/160 (Optional spigot)
To suit: Honda, Briggs & Stratton, Kawasaki, Mag, Robin, Suzuki, Winsconsin, etc.
Units can be machined to suit most hydraulic pump mountings.

51
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Pump Drive Components  Petrol Engine Adaptors 

Part No: LTOC95/- - -/140
To suit: Kubota OC95 engine.
Units can be machined to suit most hydraulic pump mountings.

Part No: LTO1B40/- - -/140
To suit: Hatz 1B40 engine.
Units can be machined to suit most hydraulic pump mountings.

Adaptors to suit engine camshaft drives and for vertical mounting available on request.
Please contact jbj Techniques technical office, telephone: 01737 767493 or email: info@jbj.co.uk

Additional reference catalogues
Compatible couplings - Pump Drive Components catalogue and Torsional Couplings catalogue
Diesel engine adaptors - Pump Drives catalogue and Torsional Couplings catalogue

For pump mounting machine codes and adaptors please refer to back page of this leaflet.
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Pump Drive Components  Petrol Engine Adaptors 

Pump face machining codes (- - -)

53

Pump face machining codes (- - -)
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an excellence in engineeringan excellence in engineeringan excellence in engineering

www.jbj.co.uk/ .htmlcouplings

Mechanical power transmission couplings . . .

jbj Techniques provide:

 An extensive range of couplings for mechanical power transmission.»

 Many standard types and sizes held in stock for quick despatch.»

 Technical expertise and in-house machining facilities for minor customisation or full bespoke couplings.»

 A wide range of coupling types to fulfill the requirements of a vast range of applications.»

Ranging from miniature couplings, all steel gear couplings, flexible spider couplings, shaft 

couplings, torque limiting couplings, disc and grid type couplings, ATEX compliant and shaft 

locking devices. Magnetic couplings for power transmission between hermetically sealed areas.

There are a range of criteria ( ) in specifying the most suitable coupling for link to selection table

your application but the jbj Techniques technical department will guide you all the way to specify 

the right coupling for power transmission.

Questions?
jbj Techniques Limited

technical office

telephone: 01737 767493

email: info@jbj.co.uk 

  What is your application?1)

     Which power transmission coupling would best serve your purpose?2)

       Which size & specification of coupling will safely and cost effectively fulfill your requirements?3)

http://www.jbj.co.uk/couplings.html
mailto:info@jbj.co.uk
http://www.jbj.co.uk/template/couplings2014.html#anchor848111
http://www.jbj.co.uk/spidercouplings.html
http://www.jbj.co.uk/gearcouplings.html
http://www.jbj.co.uk/all-steel-gear-couplings.html
http://www.jbj.co.uk/gridcouplings.html
http://www.jbj.co.uk/antistaticcouplings.html
http://www.jbj.co.uk/disccouplings.html
http://www.jbj.co.uk/sflexcouplings.html
http://www.jbj.co.uk/torsionalcouplings.html
http://www.jbj.co.uk/tyrecouplings.html
http://www.jbj.co.uk/Torquelimiters.html
http://www.jbj.co.uk/magnetic-couplings.html


jbj Techniques Limited

providing . . .

a diverse range of

mechanical drive & transmission

solutions to industrial markets,

including design engineering,

product supply

& after-sales service . . .    

as extensive as the selection is,

couplings make up a fraction

of jbj’s portfolio

ensuring a continuing high-

quality service in which

customers can have complete

confidence.

overview videooverview videooverview video»»»

overview videooverview videooverview video»»»

jbj Techniques is a specialist supplier of high-quality 

products for the mechanical power transmission and 

fluid power sectors. The company offers a high level 

of in-house expertise plus a huge selection of products 

to meet a very broad range of customer applications. 

From specification, through technical advice and 

manufacture to after-sales support, jbj Techniques 

provides a comprehensive and valued service to the 

power transmission and hydraulics industries. The 

company fields a UK-wide team of technical sales 

engineers to ensure that the business is close to its 

customers, and it enjoys excellent associations with 

European manufacturers, acting as sole UK distributor 

in many cases.

jbj’s team is recognised for its expertise in the 

selection and configuration of hydraulic and mechanical 

transmission systems. Able to draw on an extensive 

product range that provides the building blocks for 

bespoke systems both large and small, the in-house 

design team offers a complete service, ranging from an 

assessment of customer requirements to full technical 

backup,  including  product  specification,  CAD  based

system design, system build and certification. Moreover, 

customers can take advantage of jbj’s own machine-

shop facilities and skilled engineers  to guarantee quality 

and control costs.

jbj Techniques provides probably the widest range 

of couplings available within the UK with 14 different 

designs and 22 different styles of gear couplings alone. 

The product portfolio includes miniature couplings, all-

steel gear couplings, flexible spider couplings, shaft 

couplings, torque limiting couplings, disc and grid type 

couplings, ATEX compliant and shaft locking devices.

However, as extensive as the selection is, couplings 

make up a fraction of jbj’s portfolio. In addition, the 

company can provide gearboxes, clutches, pumps, 

hydraulic motors, flowmeters, fluid power accessories 

- including cooling systems, reservoirs, seals and 

indicators - as well as a variety of bell housings and 

flanges, to name just a few of the product categories.

jbj Techniques Limited is proud of it’s relationship 

and reputation with customers and suppliers. The 

core client base is stable and loyal, which is testament 

to the quality of service provided by the company. A 

similar relationship exists with suppliers, ensuring a 

continuing high-quality service in which customers can 

have complete confidence.

comprehensive range of components www.jbj.co.ukcomprehensive range of components www.jbj.co.uk

Gear Pumps/MotorsGear Pumps/MotorsGear Pumps/Motors Mini Power PacksMini Power PacksMini Power Packs Screw PumpsScrew PumpsScrew Pumps

Oil Bath ClutchesOil Bath ClutchesOil Bath Clutches

Pneumatic Motors & StartersPneumatic Motors & StartersPneumatic Motors & Starters BD Clutches & GearboxesBD Clutches & GearboxesBD Clutches & Gearboxes BDS ClutchesBDS ClutchesBDS Clutches Planetary GearboxesPlanetary GearboxesPlanetary Gearboxes

CoolersCoolersCoolers

Splitter GearboxesSplitter GearboxesSplitter Gearboxes

BellhousingsBellhousingsBellhousingsLSHT Motors/Geared MotorsLSHT Motors/Geared MotorsLSHT Motors/Geared Motors Torsional CouplingsTorsional CouplingsTorsional Couplings

Torsionally Flexible CouplingsTorsionally Flexible CouplingsTorsionally Flexible Couplings Permanent Magnetic CouplingsPermanent Magnetic CouplingsPermanent Magnetic Couplings

Hydraulic AdaptorsHydraulic AdaptorsHydraulic Adaptors Engine Adaptor KitsEngine Adaptor KitsEngine Adaptor Kits DampersDampersDampers

Anti-static/Flameproof CouplingsAnti-static/Flameproof CouplingsAnti-static/Flameproof Couplings

Torque Limiting CouplingsTorque Limiting CouplingsTorque Limiting Couplings

Vane PumpsVane PumpsVane Pumps

Tyre CouplingsTyre CouplingsTyre CouplingsTorsionally Rigid CouplingsTorsionally Rigid CouplingsTorsionally Rigid Couplings

Axial & Radial Piston MotorsAxial & Radial Piston MotorsAxial & Radial Piston Motors

Pressure IntensifiersPressure IntensifiersPressure Intensifiers

an excellence in engineeringan excellence in engineeringan excellence in engineeringan excellence in engineeringan excellence in engineeringan excellence in engineering

Tanks/AccessoriesTanks/AccessoriesTanks/Accessories Fluid Level IndicatorsFluid Level IndicatorsFluid Level Indicators FlangesFlangesFlangesFlow DividersFlow DividersFlow Dividers Range of ATEX certificatedRange of ATEX certificatedRange of ATEX certificated
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quality products for mechanical & fluid powerquality products for mechanical & fluid power

- registered in England No: 1185469 -
jbj Techniques Limited is ISO certificated,
committed to international coordination
& unification of industrial standards.

A range of products ATEX certificated
to directive 94/9/E requirements 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ah9dPgV6UJE
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jbj Techniques is a specialist supplier of high-quality 

products for the mechanical power transmission and 

fluid power sectors. The company offers a high level 

of in-house expertise plus a huge selection of products 

to meet a very broad range of customer applications. 

From specification, through technical advice and 

manufacture to after-sales support, jbj Techniques 

provides a comprehensive and valued service to the 

power transmission and hydraulics industries. The 

company fields a UK-wide team of technical sales 

engineers to ensure that the business is close to its 

customers, and it enjoys excellent associations with 

European manufacturers, acting as sole UK distributor 

in many cases.

jbj’s team is recognised for its expertise in the 

selection and configuration of hydraulic and mechanical 

transmission systems. Able to draw on an extensive 

product range that provides the building blocks for 

bespoke systems both large and small, the in-house 

design team offers a complete service, ranging from an 

assessment of customer requirements to full technical 

backup,  including  product  specification,  CAD  based

system design, system build and certification. Moreover, 

customers can take advantage of jbj’s own machine-

shop facilities and skilled engineers  to guarantee quality 

and control costs.

jbj Techniques provides probably the widest range 

of couplings available within the UK with 14 different 

designs and 22 different styles of gear couplings alone. 

The product portfolio includes miniature couplings, all-

steel gear couplings, flexible spider couplings, shaft 

couplings, torque limiting couplings, disc and grid type 

couplings, ATEX compliant and shaft locking devices.

However, as extensive as the selection is, couplings 

make up a fraction of jbj’s portfolio. In addition, the 

company can provide gearboxes, clutches, pumps, 

hydraulic motors, flowmeters, fluid power accessories 

- including cooling systems, reservoirs, seals and 

indicators - as well as a variety of bell housings and 

flanges, to name just a few of the product categories.

jbj Techniques Limited is proud of it’s relationship 

and reputation with customers and suppliers. The 

core client base is stable and loyal, which is testament 

to the quality of service provided by the company. A 

similar relationship exists with suppliers, ensuring a 

continuing high-quality service in which customers can 

have complete confidence.
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quality products for mechanical & fluid powerquality products for mechanical & fluid power
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jbj Techniques Limited is ISO certificated,
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registered in England No: 1185469 
jbj Techniques Limited is ISO certificated,
committed to international coordination &
unification of industrial standards.

A range of products ATEX certificated
to directive 94/9/EC requirements 

set by James Harris, jbj Techniques Limited

jbj Techniques Limited
28 Trowers Way     Holmethorpe Industrial Estate

Redhill     Surrey     RH1 2LW.     UNITED KINGDOM
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